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BE Live5

Wireless Bluetooth in-ear headphones

Ultimate sound quality - Featuring Bluetooth with AAC and aptX®
More listening time - Incredible battery life of up to 8 hours
Ultra-lightweight solid metal casing - Better sounding, tougher, water-resistant (IPX5 certiﬁed)
Rock solid wireless performance - Cordless experience with exceptional 30 metre Bluetooth®
range
The BE Live5 wireless in-ear headphones is the next
evolution of the BE6i, oﬀering the same high-quality
audio performance combined with an even better
cordless experience with a smaller form-factor for a snug
and secure ﬁt.
They have a similar stylish design and oﬀer an incredible
battery life of up to 8 hours.The new model is also IPX5
certiﬁed making them durable and ensuring protection
from sweat and water.

Speciﬁcations
General

Cable length
Impedance
Microphone sensitivity
Frequency response
Sensitivity
Volume control
Driver type
Number of drivers
Battery life
Charge time

Wireless info

Wireless - range
Wireless - operating
frequency
Wireless type

Weight and dimensions
Net weight
Cable length

What's in the box
In the box

580mm
16Ohm
-42dB +/-3dB
20Hz - 20kHz
90dB +/-3dB at 1KHz
Inline
8mm
2
Up to 8hrs
1.7hrs
10m
2.4GHz
Bluetooth v4.1
0.016kg
580mm
3* pairs of silicone ear tips (S, M, L)
2* pairs of comply soft foam ear tips (M, L)
3* pairs of ear wings (S, M, L)
microUSB charging cable
Cable management clip
Carrying pouch
Safety instructions
Basic user manual
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